Unify the whole World as One
Mankind has slowly been destroying our beautiful planet Earth over many decades and mostly since the Industrial Revolution of the 19th Century. Progress in the last 150 years has been phenomenal with the introduction of Steam Power, Electricity, the Motor car, Flight and medical advances which have conquered many diseases.

Man’s abuse of the natural eco balance of the Earth has brought about climate change and human and natural disasters which coupled with wars have served to bring death and misery to millions. It is time for man to return to forgotten basic sciences and to safe Bio-Science in addition to exploring our world, the Universe and the Cosmos of which we are a part. To look into Cosmology, Quantum Physics, Agriculture, animal and plant life and other subject matter in order to unlock secrets surrounding energy, health, food production, and sustainability.

**Eco Light Cities** is a business Venture created by Bruno Mihaiulescu wherein man can live in a harmonious and eco friendly environment where accommodation, food, healthcare and creature comforts become the natural way of life. A place where science, engineering, medicine and agriculture combine to provide a sustainable economy that benefits all whilst creating much more leisure time by enabling clever machines and science to do the work.

The idea of a Utopian lifestyle has been thought of by many down the ages but to create this new order it is necessary to find like minded clever people in the world who share the same vision but who in their own way can introduce their own scientific discoveries and inventions which make such a dream become reality.
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Our aim is to build the new sustainable cities in a very different way. What is meant by this statement? We have researched and found compatible sciences and smart innovations created by intelligent people who use all the new materials available to them today. We shall move away from harmful plastics and use organic materials wherever possible so as not to pollute our soil and seas. For many years humans have been living in complete chaos and programmed into bad habits. Bad energies and poor diet lead to an unhealthy life and illness which in turn leads to premature death. Man can survive for a much longer time and can regenerate just like the earth. We were meant to live happily for hundreds of years as we read in the scriptures and we can conquer the Universe if we learn how to be united in One creative living thought.
So how will life be in an **Eco Light Cities**?

We have discovered that all human potential is enhanced when we live in harmony with nature. We shall breathe pure air, drink hydrogenated clean water and have a healthy diet which will be key factors of the Eco House and City environment. By using the Tesla numbers 3, 6, 9 to calculate shapes and angles of buildings and also using the known growing frequency of 423 MHz in the intelligent greenhouses and the same sonic frequencies within our homes we bring our subconscious minds into action.

What will an **Eco House** and **City** look like?

We build with recycled materials and all houses will be earth quake, fire and water proof. Houses will be bacteria and mold free. The air quality will be provided by a new technology called aspiration which is filtered, ionized and on demand delivered by the intelligent home control system and can be added a boost of natural fragrances of any kind of essential oils as selected and to become aroma therapy in your own house. Water is the basis of our life and body, we are 70% water and so if water is contaminated we die. We have created the most special filter that makes water alive with minerals and of molecular structure. As the water will be hydrogenated it allows adsorption into a person's DNA in 30 seconds. The benefits have been tested at institutions of the highest level in the world and the benefits were amazing. Professor **Masaru Emoto** photographed the molecule of water after it received thoughts of Love, Gratitude, hate etc. and the water responded according to the energy delivered by human thoughts and emotions. What is the purpose of owning a multi-million mansion if the environment is harming you and your family? Where is the value in such a house? Eco Light Cities will have energy from multiple sources. By harvesting and recycling trash we create free electricity, hot water system, natural organic fertilizer and bio fuel.
We use state of the art Solar Panels System made of glass 50 mm thick with up to 80% transparency and ultra-resistant called Nano glass. We will grow Organic safe food in new intelligent greenhouses. All vegetables and fruits will be grown in Hydroponic vertical greenhouses which lead to a 50% increase in yield and we reduce growing times by up to 50%. The Magnetic cell repolarizer (RPC) is the only one in the world known to improve the DNA of plants and seeds to deliver perfect crops and energy that will be disease and drought resistant. We are working on all cereals, rice and staple foods along with exotics that bring a fast ROI.
Humanity is at a crossroad of awareness and with the Cosmic energy surrounding our planet. It is absolutely necessary to jump to a new level of consciousness. The Eco Light Cities is the new world where people live in harmony using Spirituality and Creativity to Live in Harmony. We will all have passive incomes and so no-one needs to pay utility bills or for food. People learn how to maximize skills to create and trade, we get income from the energy we can sell to other communities, we have income from the recycled trash we sell, from the extra organic food we can offer to others, from the Bio tech integration factory that produces energy food and seeds. From Nano Plasma we will create hundreds of amazing products with incredible positive benefits. We will have our own block chain and our own money backed up by gold science and human creativity, integrated into our Universal Science and Inventions of the highest standards.
Nano Plasma is the technology from the Cosmos. Scientists have been able to create sophisticated Reactors using Nano Plasma which is a concentrated energy with all minerals from the Universe. It is the pure cosmic energy compacted into a Nano material. This can be used in so many areas from health, agriculture and even used to create a Plasma Bi-Sphere that will protect land and property from the ravages of a Hurricane, evidence of which you can see on youtube in the Plasma Dome - Tom Salas video. It was used to protect a house and garden in 2017 double Hurricane devastation in the Caribbean when Irma and Maria done their worst. The invisible bubble created protected the house and land whilst everything surrounding it was totally destroyed. We have a scientist in our team who will create these Bio-Spheres for our eco farms in the whole world. If we become aware of the cosmos, astronomy and astrology we shall open the door to this powerful information and we will become smart and kind. Everything and anything we do in this world has a frequency and each frequency has its own energy. The energy has vibration, resonance, magnetic field rhythm and waves. If you have the correct positive frequency, energy, vibration, resonance, magnetic field, rhythm, wave attitude and persistence you can harmonize the world.

Nicola Tesla said: “If you want to find the secrets of the Universe think in terms of FREQUENCY, VIBRATION AND ENERGY”. 

www.ecolight.city